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Fresh from the 2013 annual AWS wine
conference, I have learned that there is
always something new under the sun,
whether it’s a new product or a new
outlook. It’s empowering to know that
a diverse group of people with a strong
common interest can continue to expand their knowledge and horizons.

Back in the mid 1960s when I ﬁrst started teaching wine courses, we would
always end up each session with a
festive celebration of some sort. These
celebrations would always include wine,
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depending upon the talents of the students, and there were times when the
wine saved the celebration.
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As promised in the fall 2013 issue of
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further investigation of the breathable
cap has revealed quite interesting data.

In recognition of his pioneering endeavors
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Wine can be very complicated or very
simple. Let’s keep it simple! Wine is
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juice. While there are many, many kinds
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good friend, yeast. Yeast is an incredible fungi, responsible for wine, beer
and bread. We’ve been using yeast for
thousands of years to make our lives
better and more enjoyable.
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resh from the 2013 annual AWS wine conference, I have learned that there

is always something new under the sun, whether it’s a new product or a new

The American Wine Society,
a non-proﬁt corporation,
PO Box 279, Englewood, OH 45322

outlook. It’s empowering to know that a diverse group of people with a strong
common interest can continue to expand their knowledge and horizons.

A case in point is UC Davis graduate Timothy Keller who, after much trial and
error, has developed what could be the world’s ﬁrst breathable screw cap closure
for wine. In an exclusive interview for the Wine Journal, AWS President Jane Duralia
talked to Tim about his new invention and its implications for wine makers.

On the travel front, intrepid traveler and longtime AWS member Bill Wilen, D. Ed.
has recently returned from a trip to Andalucia in the southern part of Spain, where
he spent 10 days exploring the old town sections of Seville, Cordoba and Cadiz.
Let’s just say he had a “very merry sherry” time.

Readers will once again have “21 Wines to Watch,” courtesy of our much-beloved Ellen Landis, CS, CSW. In this issue, Ellen features a number of outstanding
Virginia wines, as well as standouts from New York, Maryland, Oregon, California,
Nebraska and Chile. Wine prices in this issue’s collection range from $16 to $75.

In this issue we welcome new contributor Michael Schafer, CSW who offers
timeless advise on how to take the mystery out of tasting wine using the
“Five S’s — See, Swirl, Sniff, Sip and Spit (or Swallow).” Last, but certainly
not least, veteran AWS member and contributor Gene Spaziani shares one of his
family’s most treasured possessions: a wine cake recipe that has gone from
family tradition to featured menu item.

Stay thirsty,
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The AWS is the largest consumer based wine education organization in the U.S. A non-proﬁt

Founder
Konstantin Frank

group, the AWS is devoted to educating people on all aspects of wine. Its members include

AWS National Ofﬁcers and Board of Directors

wine novices, experts, grape growers, amateur and professional winemakers, chefs, wine
appreciators, wine educators, restaurateurs and anyone wanting to learn more about wine.

AWS ACTIVITIES
AWS Chapters: Local community groups of AWS members sponsor programs, usually

President
Jane Duralia

Treasurer
Walt Rachele

Vice President

Director of
Educational Services
Peter J. Cisek

Secretary
Joe Broski

monthly. Activities include: tastings, dinners, lectures, picnics, winery tours, winemaking and
COOKING DEMONSTRATIONS VITICULTURE CONFERENCES AMATEUR WINE JUDGING EVENTS AND OTHER
wine-related social events. Guests are welcome and novices have nothing to fear. Chapters
are self-supporting, so expect a nominal charge to attend a tasting, dinner, etc. If a local
chapter does not exist in your area, the national ofﬁce will be glad to assist in forming a
chapter. All that is needed are a few interested wine lovers. Meeting can be informal and
held in member’ homes or in other settings, such as restaurants and wineries.
AWS Regional Events: Organized by regional vice-presidents, include statewide wine
JUDGING CONTESTS SPECIAL TASTINGS REGIONAL WINE CONFERENCES REGIONAL PICNICS AND DINNERS
AWS National Conference: Held each fall—a two and one-half day national conference and
extravaganza of wine. Attendees become part of a tradition that has drawn wine-lovers,
winemakers and gastronomes together every November for over 45 years. Prominent
American and international speakers conduct seminars and lectures on all aspects of wine
appreciation, wine production, grape growing and cuisine. Members experience ﬁne food at
connoisseur luncheons and dinners, tastings of hundreds of wines and royal treatment by
the ﬁnest American hotels and resorts. The annual conference brings professionals, serious
amateurs and novices together to discover what is new in wine.
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S

pain has always been on our short list of favorite Euro-

foie gras tapas and

pean countries to visit because our two previous visits

the main course of

there were very memorable and I enjoy Rioja wines. The

duck – a 2011 Solar

primary focus of this trip was on Andalucia in the southern

Viejo Rioja. It had a

part of Spain, where we have not previously visited. We spent 10

purple tinge, some

days exploring mainly the old town sections of Seville, Cordoba

fruit in the nose but

and Cadiz – the cathedrals, mosques, synagogues, castles, and

a berries taste with

markets, all of which were fascinating because of their various

a little oak. But its

connections to the history of Spain as it progressed from Roman

most

through Arab/Moorish and then Christian eras.

characteristic

memorable
was

its unusual smoothOf particular interest to me as a former
U.S. history teacher was seeing the
different ways Columbus was celebrated.
We saw a monument that supposedly

ness with only a
touch of tannin, and
a medium ﬁnish. The waiter made sure that our glasses were
never empty which led to a high level of socializing.

contains his remains in the Seville
Cathedral, a room in the Alcazar palace where King Ferdinand of

We had another memorable Tempranillo at our farewell dinner at

Spain probably received Columbus before and/or after his voyages,

a restaurant in Madrid – 2011 Melguior Rioja. It went exceptionally

and we took a ferry trip from Cadiz to Puerto de Santa Maria via

well with one of the main dishes we had which was almost

the same estuary Columbus used on his second voyage to the

completely raw beef. This led me into conversation with our table

“new world.” Also most memorable was having a variety of

companions about our ethnic heritages since my background is

excellent tapas dishes with, or as complete, meals, along with

100 percent Finnish and I grew up enjoying raw ground beef, a

good Spanish wines including sherry.

favorite dish in Finland. Our first main dish was monk fish
so I switched over to the white wine which was a 2011 Melguior

TEMPRANILLO

Blanco, a 100 percent Verdejo, a wine that I have come to

Our memorable wine experiences generally centered on having

appreciate on this trip because of its primarily peach fruit ﬂavors

Tempranillo wines with meals and sherry receptions with a small

especially when having ﬁsh-based tapas on a couple of occasions.

group of friends before several dinners. A major wine event for
us was visiting the House of Sandeman in Jerez, which is a well

SHERRY

known winery for its sherry and port. But ﬁrst a word about

Next, I turn to my new

Tempranillo because it is the main red grape of Spain and the

and enjoyable wine learning

basis for its well-known Rioja red wines. It was served at most

experience – sherry. Let me

meals either as a 100 percent varietal or as the major component

preface our experience of

of a blend with other well-known reds.

having several sherry tastings

At the ﬁrst couple of dinners in Toledo the 2010 Lucero Del Alba
from the Ribera del Duero region in northwest Spain was served.

with a little introductory
material on this unusual wine.

It is 100 percent Tempranillo and its cherries and oak nose and
taste were very pleasant. Having another dinner in Seville was
particularly good because of the Rioja that was served with the

My information came from
an article in the Oregonian newspaper by Katherine Cole, which she
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Plaza de la Asunción - Jerez, Spain

wrote in preparation for Oregon’s celebration, Sherryfest West.

There are two separate processes to make sherry that occur si-

This was sent out to all of us on the Spain tour group. Another

multaneously – aging, which includes controlled oxidation and

source I used is the Study Guide: Wine Education by the Society

the blending system known as solera. Aging can be biological, in

of Wine Educators.

which the sherry is in contact with ﬂor yeasts, and physiological,
where the sherry is in contact with air and, therefore, resulting in

“Sherry” is the term the British gave to the mispronounced town
of Jerez where it is primarily produced. It is a fortiﬁed wine that
can be ﬁnished sweet or dry and is produced in southwestern
Spain in the Andalucia region near the city of Cadiz. Three grapes
are used in its production with the primary one being the
indigenous Palomino. The main sweetening grape is the Pedro
Ximenez, also called PX, while the primary coloring grape is

the effects of oxidation. While oxidation is a major fault in most
wines, it is the basic structure of most sherries. Solera is a
dynamic aging system whereby portions of wine from older casks
are replaced with equal portions of wine from younger casks. The
younger wine will eventually take on the properties of the older
wine thereby maintaining consistency of the product. The ﬁnal
stage involves coloring and sweetening the fortiﬁed wine.

Moscatel. One misconception is that sherry is mainly a sweet
dessert wine when in reality quality sherry is dry to be served

Our sherry receptions started out involving two other couples on

along with food.

the trip who enjoyed learning about sherry through our tastings
and sharing Spanish snacks with the sherries. We’ve known Frank
“Since it’s typically a blend of vintages,
you won’t see a year on the label. The
very lightest styles, most suitable as
aperitifs, are manzanilla and ﬁno. These
get their pale color and tangy aroma and
ﬂavor from a layer of yeast, called ﬂor,
that develops at the tops of the barrels.
A ﬁno that has aged longer than 15 years
is a nutty, amber-hued amontillado. Aged

and Lynne from Kent for many years. As a geographer, Frank
taught the “Geography of Wine” course at Kent State. He and
Lynne retired and moved to Oregon. We met Bob and Jill on this
trip and quickly found out they were also inquisitive about wine.
While having a tapas lunch in Seville, I expressed to the waiter an
interest in learning about sherry. He served Kathy and me a taste
of an oloroso sherry, our ﬁrst experience with this type of wine.
Bob and I bought two different sherries at a recommended store
to share at our receptions.

sherries without ﬂor are cola-colored olo-

Tapas bars are popular
throughout Spain.
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Pedro Xmenez was a manzanilla -- super smooth just like a creamy
dessert wine. The dominating ﬂavors were raisins with a touch of
almond, which are somewhat characteristic of the ﬂavors of an
oxidized wine. Our next reception incorporated more members
of our group and more Spanish snacks: manchego cheese, jamon
iberico, membriollo, and chocolate almonds. Our last sherry
reception took place in the lobby of our hotel in Cadiz with about
10 in attendance since word was getting out about our having
merry sherry receptions.

VISIT TO THE HOUSE OF SANDEMAN
One of the many ornate open-air rooms in the Alcazar, Seville

The main wine event for most of us who are wine lovers was the
visit to The House of Sandeman in Jerez, a stop which we made
while traveling from Seville to Cadiz. It is an internationally known
Portuguese sherry and
port producer. Our welcoming guide wore the

ored, medium dry, balanced and smooth. There was no bitterness
in the ﬁnish. The Armada Rich Crème Oloroso was 12 years old at
17 percent alcohol. It was brown in color, sweet and exceptionally
smooth. We were told that raisins were used to raise the sugar
level. Kathy and I enjoyed the Amontillado the most and bought a
bottle to share with the others at the ﬁnal wine reception.

signature black hat and
black cape outﬁt which

When we go back to Spain again, I think I would like to spend

the “phantom” wears

some time on the Spanish Riviera with tasty tapas and sherry. I’ll

on

Sandeman

need to remember the advice given in the Oregonian article about

wine label. We saw a

pairing main dinner dishes with sherry – “If it swims, drink ﬁno. If

video about the founder,

it ﬂies, drink amontillado. If it runs, drink oloroso.”

each

George Sandeman and
his efforts to produce
Sandeman poster at the winery

and market sherry and

port in the early 1800s, and then toured through the production
area and barrel cellar. It was hard to imagine that their cellars

RESOURCES

contained over 12,000 barrels. Afterwards we were led through
a tasting of three of their most popular sherries – Don Fino,
Character Amontillado, and Armada Oloroso.
Generally, these sherries progressed from increasing levels of

Cole, Katherine. “Affordable Sherry Is Perfect for Everyday
Sipping and Is A Good Match for Food: Wine Notes.” The
Oregonian, March 25, 2013.

pigment, sweetness and alcohol strength. The Don Fino Super
Fino Sherry was ﬁve years old at 15 percent alcohol. It was dry

Society of Wine Educators. Study Guide: Wine Education.

and smooth except for a slight bitterness in the ﬁnish, which we

New York, 2006.

have noticed in dry sherries. The bitterness disappeared as we
ate accompanying black olives. The Character Amontillado Sherry
was nine years old at 16.5 percent alcohol. It was amber col-
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SCREW
has
by Jane Duralia

t h a n

handful of distinct and consistent oxygen

pleasant

rates that allow the winemaker to choose

ﬁnish.
Eager

create

Winemakers can only speculate about

ﬁne wines and cultivate

the amount of oxygen that a cork allows

them in great bottles, he started

to penetrate the bottle of wine; to date

working to create a closure system that

no knowledge of the average amount has

allows wine to breathe, aging gracefully,

been made available. How could you mea-

and allowing only a minimal amount of

sure that? Perhaps someone could provide

oxygen to penetrate the bottle closure.

this reporter with that information.

He needed a more scientiﬁc approach to

What we do know is that 40 percent of all

convince his Davis colleagues to support his

corks leak under pressure. Wine is going to

theory in developing a breathable screw

mature in the bottle, time passes by and as

cap. Over the next three years, four different

the leakage occurs, the wine can oxidize.

trials fell short of Tim and his colleagues’

After so much time invested, using the

expectations, after spending $1 million

best of winemaking skills, the quality of the

Timothy Keller has been in the wine busi-

dollars and endless hours of experimen-

wine will suffer when the cork fails to deliver

ness 15 years. As a UC Davis graduate

tation. During this time, Tim founded the

a moderate amount of oxygen. Synthetic

with degrees in Viticulture and Enology, he

company VinPerfect and continued to

corks allow 3 parts per million (ppm) of

began developing his winemaking passion.

pursue perfecting the cap.

oxygen to penetrate the wine bottle, giving

A

to

how the bottle will mature.

s promised in the fall 2013
issue of the American Wine

Society Wine Journal article “Winemaker
Fills a Need,” further investigation of the
breathable cap has revealed quite interesting data.

it 1-2 years of shelf life which is worse than

Starting in the Stags Leap District, he
honed his winemaking skill, creating note-

Corks are highly inconsistent when it

TCA (cork taint) for some wines. As a wine

worthy wines only to ﬁnd unacceptable

comes to oxygen transmission. Some let

enthusiast, I ﬁnd oxidation tragic, when it

losses in the bottle aging process. Corks

in very little, and others will allow enough

can be reduced and even prevented.

are prone to contaminating the wine with a

to spoil the wine in just a couple of years.

compound called TCA, or “cork taint.” But

While he initially sought to reproduce the

a more widespread problem of random

“average” level of oxygen provided by a

oxidation can occur, depleting the original

cork, he quickly realized that what would

bouquet and aromas and providing a less

be more useful would be to provide a

10 |
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All wines need some oxygen; light wine
styles need very little. The big question is
how to control the amount of oxygen
allowed in the bottle to age your wine
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The big picture moving forward is that wine

CAP
breathing room
makers know that some oxygen is good
but how much is too much. The ambiance

that is created when opening a bottle of

you
ou
ur bottle
bott
bo
ttle
tt
e great!
gre
reat
at!
Make your

wine using a cork screw, viewing the cork,

commenting on its appearance is a part of

tradition that many of us appreciate and savor. Then pouring that ﬁrst sample to swirl,

gracefully, maintaining the fruit, bouquet,
aroma, structure and character that you
created and placed in that bottle. That has
been Tim’s focus and passion.

see, sniff, sip and savor is a tradition long
enjoy by wine enthusiast around the world.
Quality versus tradition is a question that will
be long be discussed and perhaps never totally resolved from a traditionalist viewpoint.

As I interviewed Tim, there was never a
note of discouragement or disbelief in his
ability to ﬁnd the answer. Rather, an enthusiasm and passion to ﬁnd the best solution
to a problem he knew he could resolve.
After ﬁve years of working toward his goal
and three years of research and development, he has now invented a screw cap
that offers three distinct oxygen levels – all
less than 1 part per million of oxygen in a
bottle of wine in one year.
Tim and his colleagues are now exploring
three options to ﬁne tune this ratio of oxygen to less than one half part per million of
oxygen allowed in a bottle of wine in a year.

In the wine world, there are wine proﬁles
to satisfy most people who enjoy wine;
something for everyone’s palate. Perhaps
the same holds true for wine bottle closures: corks, synthetic corks, glass stopper
screw caps and now the breathable screw
cap. The decision is yours.
Tim shared a quote with me, origin unknown:

“There are no
great wines, just
great bottles.”

Vin Perfect is commercially moving forward
to provide their caps to wineries; so far, 70
wineries have changed to the breathable
caps and numerous others are in the

Make your bottle great!

About The Author

experimental phase. Sales are up notably
in the past two years for VinPerfect, a real

Jane Duralia is president of the

indication of the validity and quality of the

American Wine Society and an AWS

breathable cap.
Certified Wine Judge.
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THE

FIVE S’s

OF WINE
by Michael Schafer, CSW

W

ine can be very complicated or very simple. Let’s

Tasting wine is different than tasting other beverages.

keep it simple! Wine is almost always just fer-

Americans usually gulp down beverages to quench our

mented grape juice. While there are many, many

thirst. Tasting wine is a slower, more deliberate process

kinds of wine, 95 percent of them are grape juice that has

with a wee bit of concentration required. Let’s get started!

fermented using our good friend, yeast. Yeast is an incredible fungi, responsible for wine, beer and bread. We’ve

THE FIVE STEP (S’s) ARE:

been using yeast for thousands of years to make our lives
better and more enjoyable. There are thousands of wines

1. See: When we look at a wine we

made today. Wine can be characterized as table wine, spar-

are looking at the clarity, color and

kling wine or fortiﬁed wine. That’s it, just three types of

brightness. Almost like shopping

wine. All wines fall into one of these three categories.

for diamonds! The wine should be
clear, not cloudy. The color needs

Wine tasting can be fun and yes, even educational! Wine

to be attractive to our eyes. There

makes food taste better, conversation livelier and brings

are inﬁnite shades of colors to be-

pleasure to our souls. Let’s learn the easy and correct way

hold. We prefer the wine to be as bright as possible. Wine

to taste wine as we enhance and enrich our lives.

changes color as it ages. Reds become lighter in color &
whites become darker.
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2. Swirl: Now we’re moving the

5. Spit (yes, spit) or swallow: If

wine around in the glass, swirling

you’re at a wine tasting, please spit

it as much as we can without

the wine out. Yes, I know it seems

spilling. A glass with a large bowl is

silly to spit perfectly good wine

best for tasting. Keep your pour to

but if you’re tasting many different

about a quarter of the glass capacity.

wines, you need to spit. We do this

Swirling releases the approximately

to be fair to the wines we taste later

10,000 odors we can detect! We want to aerate the wine,

in the evening. You can always return to the wines you like

getting oxygen to release its aromas.

and have a bit more. If you’re tasting only a few wines, do
what comes naturally.

3. Sniff: Now is not the time to be
shy. Get your nose into the glass.

That is all there is to tasting wine like a professional.

Really. Not above the rim of the

Wasn’t that easy? Now comes the hard part — practice,

glass, but into the bowl itself! Close

practice, practice.

your eyes and sniff two or three
quick sniffs. What does it smell like?
Is it pleasant? It can smell like
grapefruit, butter, apples, raspberries, cinnamon, vanilla,
the list goes on and on…What you smell is all that matters!

4. Sip: Finally, we get to actually
taste this fascinating beverage. As
you sip the wine, inhale a bit of air
with your sip & slurp the wine. Yes,
it sounds silly, but it really helps us
taste the liquid. Take your time and
“chew” the wine. How does it taste:
light/heavy, crisp/silky, sweet/acidic? “Feel” the wine. Is it
a pleasant taste? Does it “taste like more?” Most important — do you like it? That’s really all that matters!

About The Author
Michael Schafer Esq. is a sommelier and a CSW (Certiﬁed Specialist of Wine), based in Michigan. As an instructor at the
International Culinary School of the Art Institute of Michigan, he teaches classes in Viticulture & Enology and in Food &
Beverage Operations Management. For more information, visit Michael’s blog at WineCounselor.net.
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RESEARCH REVIEW

by A. Bautista-Ortín, A. Lencina, M. Cano-López, F. Pardo-Mínguez, J. López-Roca and E. GómezPlaza. As reviewed by Bibiana Guerra, U.C. Davis Department of Viticulture and Enology
These authors found that wood chips

the decarboxylation of phenolic acids

contact time, they matured the wine

provided faster extraction of some oak

in the wood by Brettanomyces.

for 3, 6, or 9 months. All experiments

compounds, such as vanillin, compared

were carried out in triplicate. Commer-

to the slow and sustained extraction

s In 2006 the European Union coun-

cially, wood ageing is normally followed

evidenced in both used and new

tries approved the use of oak chips

by some anaerobic ageing in bottles.

barrels. The authors believe that chips

in winemaking, and established how to

So the researchers measured the main

are a good option for short-term ageing,

designate the wines that had received

oak compounds present in the

but that overall wine quality is better

this treatment. In this article, the

wine immediately after completion of

with new barrels.

Spanish authors recount their research

the treatment, and additionally, after 6

project focusing on the inﬂuence of

months of bottle ageing.

s Ageing wine in barrels increases wine

adding oak chips to a wine being aged

aroma complexity due to the compounds

in either stainless steel tanks or used

s Rather than look at the effect of treat-

extracted from the wood, though wine

barrels, and they compare the results

ment on each oak compound, the re-

“The Use of Oak Chips during the Ageing of a Red Wine in
Stainless Steel Tanks or Used Barrels: Effect of the Contact Time
and Size of the Oak Chips on Aroma Compounds”
internal reactions and evaporation of

with the same wine aged in new barrels.

volatile compounds also play a role.

sults have been rearranged to highlight
the main effects of type of container,

These extracted compounds include:

s The wine was a 2004 Monastrell, or

size of oak fragment and contact time,

lactones, which are higher in Ameri-

Mourvedre. The barrels were made

on the different oak compounds.

can oak than in French oak; guaiacol,

from American white oak, with a

formed during oak toasting; vanillin,

medium toast level.

“Used” barrels

s Effect of type of container: Tanks

which is present in green wood but

had been previously used 7 times to

without chips (control) did not show

which normally increases with

age Monastrell wine, and were sani-

signiﬁcant concentrations of lactones

seasoning; and furfuryl compounds,

tized by burning sulfur. To determine

or methylfurfural, which are usually

which also form during toasting.

the inﬂuence of chip size, researchers

thought to be oak-derived. However,

Unfortunately, wood can also contrib-

compared the use of American oak

over time, they did show signiﬁcant

ute a negative class of compounds,

powder, shavings, or cubes (10x6x4

concentrations

the ethylphenols, which are formed by

mm). To determine the inﬂuence of

and ethylphenol; proof that these
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compounds can form in the wine

months of contact time with chips, but

from sources other than wood. Used

levels decreased after 6 and 9 months

barrels+chips tended to have higher

of contact. This is because, for longer

levels of most of these compounds

extractions, conversion of furanic

than tanks+chips. Finally, new barrels

aldehydes into the corresponding

showed consistently high concentra-

alcohols exceeds extraction, therefore

tions of all of the compounds tested.

furfural levels went down with time
when using chips. The same was true

s Effect of chip size: In general, wines

for vanillin in the presence of chips.

made with cubes had slightly higher

Vanillin is modiﬁed over time by yeast

levels of the oak-derived compounds

activity into non-aromatic compounds,

than did shavings or powder.

More

and after 6 and 9 months of contact,

speciﬁcally, chip size did not have an

conversion will have exceeded extrac-

effect on furfural levels, but cubes and

tion and concentrations will decrease.

shavings produced higher levels of

In contrast, with new barrels, both

lactones than powder. Finally, cubes

vanillin and lactones continued to be

also produced the highest levels of

extracted for longer periods. This was

vanillin. This is because, normally,

one of the main conclusions of the

ﬁner pieces tend to produce more

study; the chips provided a much

vanillin, but if the size is too small

faster rate of extraction of the

(shavings and powder), losses take

oak-derived

place due to evaporation.

with the slow and sustained extraction

s Effect of contact time: Time affected

compounds,

compared

provided by used and new barrels.

oak compounds in two opposing

In summary, the type of wood used in

directions: it affected each compound’s

the maturation of wines led to impor-

extraction, and in some instances, it af-

tant differences in their aromatic com-

fected the conversion of the extracted

position. The aromatic compounds in

compounds into related compounds.

chips were released very rapidly, while

For instance, furfural levels in tank

the wines in new barrels kept extract-

ing the same compounds for longer
periods. The wines in used barrels
with chips added evidenced a behavior
in between the two. In the authors’
opinion, oak chips are a good choice for
short-term ageing and can add certain
characters to used barrels, but overall
quality is better with new barrels.

and used barrels were highest after 3
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ack in the mid 1960s when I ﬁrst started teaching

The students would research every menu course of the

wine courses, we would always end up each

dinner and I would match the wines to their offerings.

session with a festive celebration of some sort.

Needless to say, these were very successful ventures and

These celebrations would always include wine, of

every session was ﬁlled.

course, but the foods would vary depending upon the
talents of the students, and there were times when the

Early on I had come across a wine cake recipe in an old beat

wine saved the celebration. We kept looking for wine and

up cookbook, but it just didn’t have the tasted or moisture

food combinations that were compatible, but at that time,

that I was looking for… but I kept experimenting with it and

there were no resources of information on the subject…yet.

even had some students work with it until I ﬁnally hit the

Soon after I started teaching wine courses, I started

ideal ingredients. That was about 1974.

Traditional

WINE CAKE RECIPE
by Gene Spaziani

teaching at a community college in the Hospitality

The Spaziani Wine Cake Recipe — A Family Tradition has

Management program and there I ﬁnally had access to

become a part of our family tradition along with many, many

extensive food recipes and even taught some food prep-

other families who have been making this cake now for

aration courses in addition to the management courses I

several generations. We proudly distribute the recipe knowing

taught. We started to offer an “end of the year” gourmet

that all who make it and eat it will be happier people.

dinner, complete with wines, and this tradition continues to
My mother made this cake for every family get-together

this day at that program.

until she died in 1999. Several restaurants have it on their
dessert menus on occasion and on my recent annual trip
to the Catskills in New York state, Christman’s Windham
House served it as their dessert for the evening, to the
delight of the attendees who had just completed a
wonderful wine dinner.
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Spaziani Wine Cake Recipe — A Family Tradition
This cake is a perfect holiday or everyday cake. It is simple to make and the results are terriﬁc. The wonderful aroma is
delicious. The alcohol in the cake bakes off and leaves a delightful ﬂavor. It is very moist and has been a favorite birthday
request in our house for years.

Ingredients:
1 (18.25 ounce) package moist white cake mix.
(Moist yellow cake mix also works well).
1 (5 ounce) package instant white pudding mix.
3/4 cup vegetable oil.
1 teaspoon ground nutmeg.
3/4 cup white wine (6 ounces).
4 eggs.
Directions:
1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Grease
and ﬂour on 10-inch bundt pan.
2. In medium bowl, combine the cake mix,
instant vanilla pudding, nutmeg, vegetable
oil, white wine and eggs. Beat with an
electric mixer for 5 minutes.
3. Bake at 350 degrees for 50 minutes or
until a toothpick inserted in the center
comes out clean. Let cake cool on rack in
pan for 10 minutes then remove cake from
pan to rack. Let cake cool completely before
slicing. Garnish sliced cake with a dollop of
whipped cream or dust with confectioner’s
sugar and sliced strawberries. A scoop of
vanilla ice cream also works.
4. Variation: You can also “ﬂour” the pan after
it’s been greased with cocoa powder or a
cinnamon sugar mixture for a textured crust.
Simply ﬁll a clean salt shaker for easy application. This will eliminate the “white stuff”
on the outside of your baked cake that
makes for a prettier cake. Additional variations that work include adding raisins,
chopped nuts or chopped fruit. The wines
that make the best wine cakes are: Niagara,
Diamond, Riesling, Catawba, Muscat,
Gewürtztraminer, Traminette, Sauturnes
and Late Harvest Ice Wines.
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newornoteworthy
by Jim Rink

A TASTE OF DOWNTON ABBEY

WINES OF EASTERN NORTH AMERICA

BEER BOUNCES BACK

British period drama Downton Abbey® has fast
become a global sensation, with around 120 million
viewers glued to TV screens worldwide. Now, it’s
possible for fans everywhere to bring a taste of
Downton Abbey® home with a collection of wines
inspired by the award-winning television series.

In 1975 there were 125 wineries in eastern North
America. By 2013 there were more than 2,400. How
and why the eastern United States and Canada
became a major wine region of the world is the
subject of this comprehensive desk reference/history
book by Hudson Cattell. Unlike winemakers in
California with its Mediterranean climate, the pioneers who founded the industry after Prohibition
—1933 in the United States and 1927 in Ontario
— had to overcome natural obstacles such as subzero cold in winter and high humidity in the summer that
favored diseases devastating to grapevines.

The beer industry saw gains in both dollar and
volume in 2012 after a three-year downturn. Wellmarketed new products and slight improvements in
the unemployment rate contributed to the beer industry’s overall growth. Although the second half of the
year didn’t fare as well from an economic standpoint,
the industry was still able to see an increase of 0.8
percent to 2.9 billion 2.25-gallon cases, according to
the recently released Beverage Information Group’s
2013 Beer Handbook.

The Downton Abbey Wine Collection features two
enticing blends from the Bordeaux region of France:
a “Blanc” white wine and a “Claret” red wine available in the United States on November 1, 2013 and in
Australia later this year.
Europe and Aust
creating this unique
In cre
collection, Downton Abbey
collect
Wines looked to Grands
Vins dde Bordeaux, a familyowned winery with
ow
more than 130 years
m
of winemaking
eexperience in the
pprized Entre-Deux-Mers
rregion of Bordeaux,
FFrance. Winemaker
JJean-Marc Dulong
eenlisted time-honored
winemaking practices
w
aas well as modern
ttechniques to create a
ccollection of ﬁnely balanced, elegant wines
an
that are eminently drinkable: Downton Abbey Blanc is a
light and crisp white blend, while Downton Abbey Claret
is medium-bodied red with bright fruit and a silky ﬁnish.
“We are excited to launch the Downton Abbey Wine
Collection, made in the ﬁnest Bordeaux winemaking
tradition,” said William Zysblat, co-creator of the
wines. “Our collaboration with the Dulong family
made perfect sense, as we wanted the same vines,
soil and region used to produce the wines from the
Downton Era. Having Dulong as our winemaker
allows us to create accessible wines that we truly
believe the Crawley Family would have been proud
to serve at their table.

Enologists and viticulturists at Eastern research
stations began to ﬁnd grapevine varieties that could
survive in the East and make world-class wines.
These pioneers were followed by an increasing
number of dedicated growers and winemakers who
fought in each of their states to get laws dating back
to Prohibition changed so that an industry could begin.
Hudson Cattell, a leading authority on the wines of
the East, in this book presents a comprehensive history of the growth of the industry from Prohibition to
today. He draws on extensive archival research and
his more than thirty-ﬁve years as a wine journalist
specializing in the grape and wine industry of the
wines of eastern North America. The second section
of the book adds detail to the history in the form of
multiple appendixes that can be referred to time and
again. Included here is information on the origin of
grapes used for wine in the East, the crosses used
in developing the French hybrids and other varieties,
how the grapes were named, and the types of wines
made in the East and when. Cattell also provides a
state-by-state history of the earliest wineries that
led the way.
This must-have desk reference/history will retail for
$36 and is slated for January 2014 release. Can be
pre-ordered at Amazon.com.

Super-premium, Craft, Imported and Flavored Malt
Beverages out-performed the industry overall, as
there is increasing demand for higher-priced beer.
Super-premium and Premium increased 1.6 percent,
and Craft increased 13.7 percent to reach 185.2
million 2.25-gallon cases. This is the largest increase
for Craft beer in more than a decade.
Imported beer also increased for a third year, even
though major brands such as Bass, Beck’s and Red
Stripe were removed from the category because
they are now domestically brewed. This 1-percent
increase is largely due to consumer demand for a
wider selection of products.
“Today’s consumer no longer sees beer as their only
drink option,” says Adam Rogers, senior research
analyst, Beverage Information Group, Norwalk, Conn.
“Spirits and wine marketers have been savvy in
targeting consumers with ﬂavored vodkas, rums and
whiskies, as well as sweeter wines which have
continued to take share away from the beer industry.”
The cost of the 2013 Beer Handbook is $790;
handbook with companion CD is $990. Shipping
and handling is $15 for U.S. orders; $25 for all other
orders. The handbook and CD can be purchased at
www.bevinfostore.com or by calling Cynthia Porter
at (630) 762-8709.

Downton Abbey Wines are available online at www.
Wine.com and www.DowntonAbbeyWine.com, and
will also be available at specialty wine retailers and
supermarkets nationwide including Cost Plus World
Market beginning November 1, 2013 for $14.99 per
750-ml bottle.
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DICK NAYLOR EARNS

AWARD OF MERIT
by Jim Rink

of Wine Educators, a
professional
member
and lecturer for the
American Wine Society,
member of the American
Society of Enologists
Eastern Section and
director, American Vintners Association. Naylor
has served as a wine
judge for competitions in
New York, Virginia and
Pennsylvania.
n recognition of his pioneering endeavors
and accomplishments in the American wine
industry, the American Wine Society
celebrated the achievements of Dick Naylor
by presenting to him its Award of Merit for
2013 during this year’s national conference in
Sandusky, Ohio.

I

A self-taught viticulturist and winemaker, Naylor, 85,
is President of Naylor Wine Cellars and Vineyards, in
Stewartstown, PA. This is York County’s ﬁrst winery,
which makes Naylor a pioneer in York County and in
the state of Pennsylvania.
As an innovator in wine packaging, Naylor used his
skills and experience to start “Wine Packaging by
Naylor,” a company that provides “packaging designed
and manufactured by a winemaker, for a winemaker.”
Naylor conducted the ﬁrst commercial wine competition for the American Wine Society at the 1986 annual
meeting in Baltimore, another pioneering credential.
Other credentials: Naylor is past president of the
Southeast Grape Industry Association of Pennsylvania. He is a member and lecturer for the Society
A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

“My life has been a whole lot of love everywhere,”
said Naylor during his award acceptance speech.
“What a great life to be a farmer — love of
agriculture is something I treasure. To walk in the
footsteps of Konstantin Frank, Leon Adams, Charles
Fournier, Bob Mondavi, Lucy Morton, Arnie Esterer
(former award winners) — what a list of people.”
FERMENTING AN INDUSTRY
Naylor started his career as a winemaker at a young
age (10) making dandelion wine, tea berry wine and
assorted fruit wines grown on his family farm. In
early adulthood, he became a tool and die maker by
trade and eventually owned his own machine shop
where he produced parts for naval ordnance during
the Korean War. After the war, he became a
salesperson for Union Camp, selling corrugated
cardboard boxes in Pennsylvania. This experience
would serve him well after he opened his own winery
in 1978, where he developed specialized containers
for wine shipment.

the advice of his old hunting buddy Bob Eisenhart,
who was a partner in the enterprise for several years.
“I was selling peach boxes to Blevins Orchard,”
relates Naylor. “The owner’s wife Ann was a realtor
and she wanted to sell me the property. I told her I
didn’t have the money to buy a farm, but she worked
it out. I paid him four times a year. The first year
I rented it out, the second year we planted grapes.”
Like many others, Naylor worked closely with Phil
Wagner of Boordy Vineyards, purchasing grape
stock and equipment from him. His initial plantings
included Seyval Blanc, Foch, deChaunac, Vidal and
other hybrids. The vinifera would follow later.
Naylor Wine Cellars has always been a family affair — Audrey, his wife of 62 years (now deceased), served as the company bookkeeper,
attended festivals, industry meetings and traveled
extensively with Dick to visit many wineries and
vineyards in Europe. Eldest daughter Janey is
married to the current winemaker, Edward Potter, and
she assists with various clerical functions and winery
promotions. Even Naylor’s mother Helen helped pick
grapes until the ripe old age of 97. At 111 years old,
she plays a less active role now, but attributes her
longevity, at least in part, to her son’s wine.
“When people ask her the secret to her long life,”
said Naylor, “she answers: ‘I drink a glass or two of
my son’s wine each day, I always try to ﬁnd something positive in every situation, and I pray to the
good Lord three times a day.’”
These are, hints Naylor, excellent words to live by.

He purchased his ﬁrst agricultural property, 52 acres,
in Stewartstown, Penn. initially as an investment, on
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21 Wines to Watch

Ellen Landis, CS, CSW

Dr. Frank’s Vinifera Wine Cellars | 2008 Chateau Frank Blanc de Blancs
Finger Lakes, New York

Flying Fox Vineyard | 2009 Trio | Monticello, Virginia

A lively mousse delights the eye and yeasty notes entice the nose with this deliciously satisfying sparkling wine. Delicate ﬂavors of smoothly textured d’Anjou
pear and crisp green apples converge on the palate with toasted pastry, roasted
nuts, minerality and a hint of butterscotch. The tiny bead continues to awaken the
taste buds and purity shines through the dazzling ﬁnish.

This magniﬁcent blend of 42 percent Cab Franc, 42 percent Merlot and 15 percent
Petit Verdot opens with enticing bell pepper and crushed berry aromas. It is rich,
impeccably balanced and velvety smooth, showcasing black cherries and berries
that intermingle nicely with graphite notes and a hint of leather dazzling the palate. Magniﬁcent purity, well integrated tannins and a persistent ﬁnish keeps you
fully engaged; even the empty glass keeps you swooning.

Food pairing: Ahi Tuna and Avocado Tartare | SRP: $29.99 | www.drfrankwines.com

Food pairing: Roasted Prime Rib of Beef | SRP: $23 | www.ﬂyingfoxvineyard.com

Veritas Vineyard & Winery | 2012 Rosé | Afton, Virginia

Augusta Winery | 2012 Dry Vignoles | Augusta, Missouri

This family owned winery located at the foot of the Blue Ridge Mountains is primarily focused on vinifera grapes. Enticing fresh red cherry and underlying strawberry aromas ﬁll the senses with this spirited dry rosé crafted of 50 percent Merlot
and 50 percent Cabernet Franc. Flavors of wild blueberries and fresh melon harmonize with the fruity aromas and savory herb accents linger softly through the
palate. A splendidly balanced and crisp rosé.

Augusta Winery was founded in the 1980s in the scenic Missouri River Valley.
This impressive dry Vignoles is crafted from their Estate House block vines. Rich
aromas of vibrant fruit and a fragrant ﬂoral bouquet embrace the senses. Gliding
smoothly across the palate are ﬂavors of pineapple and ﬂeshy, sweet star fruit
with fresh citrus accents. The precise level of acidity pulls everything together;
elegant and refreshing with a delightful aftertaste.

Food pairing: Ham and Cheddar Quiche | SRP: $16 | www.veritaswines.com

Food Pairing: Spicy Pork Stir-fry | SRP: $16.42 | www.augustawinery.com

Elk Run Vineyards & Winery | 2011 Cold Friday Vineyard Pinot Noir
Frederick County, Maryland

Bluestone Vineyard | 2011 Viognier | Bridgewater, Virginia

Producing since 1983, Elk Run is one of the few (if not the only) Maryland winery
producing Pinot Noir. The lighter red hue suggests Pinot Noir and once the glass
approaches your nose and lips it’s clear what lies within. Delightful black cherry,
cassis and forest ﬂoor aromas and ﬂavors stay focused and vivacious with exotic
tea spices adding dimension on the whispering ﬁnish; simply elegant.

Stone fruit and hints of violets are attractively displayed on the nose with this silky
textured, well-crafted Viognier. Supple and lively through the palate with tangy
acidity framing delectable ﬂavors of a freshly made spice-dusted peach, apricot
and nectarine compote. Pure, clean and enticing from start to gratifying ﬁnish.
Food pairing: Turkey Stroganoff | SRP: $18.50 | www.bluestonevineyard.com

Food pairing: Wild Mushroom Ravioli | SRP: $36.93 | www.elkrun.com

Boxwood Estate Winery | 2010 “Boxwood” red blend | Middleburg, Virginia

Barrel Oak Winery | 2012 Norton | Middleburg AVA, Virginia

This blend of 50 percent Cabernet Sauvignon, 43 percent Merlot and 7 percent
Cabernet Franc boasts a deep black-purple hue and inviting aromas of black and
red fruit. A nicely balanced wine with a lovely texture that is round and smooth,
warmly ﬁlling the mouth. The blackberry, plummy, cassis fruit is dense and rich
with kirsch notes and layers of tobacco and spice all framed by plush tannins.

This native American grape widely grown in Virginia has quite a following. This
2012 vintage crafted of 100 percent Norton was aged in Virginia oak. Perfectly
ripened berry fruit and juicy grape aromas rise from the glass and are generously
showcased across the palate, playing off lively acidity. The mouth feel is warm
and smooth. A deliciously ﬂavorful Norton with hints of cookie dough and toasty
spice on the back palate leading to a persistent aftertaste.

Food Pairing: Grilled Lamb Chops | SRP: $25 | www.boxwoodwinery.com
Cellar 426 | NV Uplifting | Ashland, Nebraska

Food pairing: Baked Brie with Caramelized Onions | SRP: $30
www.barreloak.com
Horton Vineyards | 2012 Pinotage | Orange County, Virginia
This 100-percent Pinotage (a grape widely planted in South Africa) captures the
senses with its strawberry jam and pleasing smoky aromas. Fresh plums and hints
of tropical fruit join the kaleidoscope of ﬂavors on mid palate, with spiced tea
notes adding complexity. Nicely structured with a smooth texture and the ﬁnish
offers a nice lift of acidity.
Food pairing: Chicken and Feta Tart | SRP: $20 | www.hortonwine.com
Willamette Valley Vineyards | 2012 Pinot Gris | Willamette Valley, Oregon
Glorious aromatics of fresh white ﬂowers and lemon zest rise from the glass - you
can’t wet your lips fast enough! Filling the mouth are dazzling ﬂavors of citrus
adorned pear and apple, a touch of honeysuckle, and a subtle dusting of herbs.
Razor sharp acidity keeps the wine lifted and bright throughout; an absolutely
stunning Pinot Gris.
Food Pairing: Seared Scallops with an Herbed Butter Sauce | SRP: $16
www.wvv.com
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Uplifting is made with 100 percent Traminette grapes grown in Nebraska. A
bouquet of aromatic roses and spice notes are fully engaging with this beautiful
Traminette (you may be more familiar with one of its parents, Gewürztraminer).
Filling the palate are ﬂavors of fresh cut herbs, tangerines, lime sorbet and underlying Asian tea spices melding together deliciously. The wine remains expressive
and refreshing from ﬁrst to last lingering sip.
Food Pairing: Spring Rolls with Spicy Dipping Sauce | SRP: $16
www.cellar426.com
Beauregard Vineyards | 2012 Bald Mountain Vineyard Chardonnay
Ben Lomond Mountain (a sub-appellation of the Santa Cruz Mountains AVA), California
Talented winemaker Ryan Beauregard hit the jackpot with this aromatically seducing, mineral-laden, exquisitely structured Chardonnay. Crisp Granny Smith apples
and fresh tropical fruit ﬂavors at the core weave symphonically with exotic spice
and saline notes. The balance is precise and subtle oak nuances peek through
on the persistent ﬁnish.
Food Pairing: Chicken-apple Sausage with Pineapple Chutney | SRP: $27
www.beauregardvineyards.com

A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y.
Y. O R G

Chrysalis Vineyards | 2011 Locksley Reserve Norton | Middleburg, Virginia
This enticing wine crafted of 91 percent Norton (aka Cynthiana, and often called
Virginia’s grape; it was discovered in Virginia centuries ago), is blended with 3.5
percent Tannat, 3.5 percent Viognier. Chrysalis has what is believed to be the largest single planting of Norton with 69 acres. This wine offers up enticing aromatics
and spills onto the palate with juicy ﬂavors of warm blackberries, dark cherries,
elderberry jelly and a hint of chocolate. Balanced and very palate pleasing with
good depth, this wine is well structured and ﬁnishes brightly.

Ayoub Winery | 2012 Estate Mojo
Dundee Hills, Willamette Valley, Oregon, and California
This creative blend of 50 percent Willamette Valley Pinot Noir and 50 percent
California Cabernet Franc will knock your socks off. It is stately and powerful in
its structure and density while at the same time showcasing an elegant mouth feel
and luscious texture. Flavors of blackberry, black cherry and raspberry broaden
fully across the palate, melding with savory spice, a touch of earth and French oak
overtones. Silky tannins and a hint of clove will have you captured well beyond
the scrumptious aftertaste.

Food pairing: Savory Turkey Pot Pie | SRP: $35 | www.chrysaliswine.com
Cave Ridge Winery | 2010 Fossil Hill Reserve (red blend)
Shenandoah Valley, Virginia
I love how this wine captures fresh, sweet blackberries and tart huckleberries
entwined with a hint of sweet red capsicum and brown spice; it engages the nose
and the palate completely. This alluring blend of 60 percent Cab Franc, 20 percent
Petit Verdot and 20 percent Chambourcin is richly texture and ﬁrmly structured
with subtle oak perfectly situated in the background; delicious.
Food pairing: Grilled Flank Steak with Confetti Corn Salsa | SRP: $30
www.caveridge.com
Errazuriz | 2010 Shiraz Riserva | Aconcagua Valley, Chile
Eucalyptus, minty aromas pave the way for this tasty, fruit focused Shiraz. Black
cherry, raspberry and blueberry ﬂavors at the core are punctuated by subtle meaty
notes, a generous dollop of savory cigar box spice and a light touch of oak. An
easy to quaff, delightfully balanced wine with a soft, silky texture and velvety
tannins.
Food Pairing: Savory Sausage and Peppers | SRP: $18 | www.errazuriz.cl
Soter Vineyards | 2011 North Valley Reserve Pinot Noir
Eola-Amity Hills, Willamette Valley, Oregon
Scintillating aromas capture the essence of earth and forest ﬂoor, while layers of
red cherry, pomegranate, savory herbs and pretty oak notes unfold on the palate
seductively. Burgundian in style with its earth forward focus, and the vibrant acidity keeps it fresh and lively. A beautiful wine with impressive depth and complexity that suggests plenty of aging potential, and even in its youth the ﬁnish goes
on forever.

Food Pairing: Braised Sirloin Tips with Portabella Mushrooms | SRP: $75
www.ayoubwines.com
Domaine Drouhin | 2012 “Arthur” Chardonnay
Dundee Hills, Willamette Valley, Oregon
The French roots of winemaker Véronique Drouhin-Boss are apparent with this
remarkable wine. Half of the juice was fermented in French Oak barrels (30 percent new) and the other half was fermented and aged in stainless steel, then
blended together to create “Arthur.” This compelling and complex Chardonnay
boasts aromas of tropical fruit and a sprinkling of herbs. On the palate it is sleek
and pure with layers of banana, melon, apple, quince paste and a strong thread of
minerality unfolding among the herbal, citrus and spicy elements that prevail. This
Chard is irresistible through the delectable lingering ﬁnish. Approachable now,
and should cellar beautifully for many years to come.
Food Pairing: Cashew Crusted Sea Bass | SRP: $35 | www.domainedrouhin.com
Presque Isle Wine Cellars | 2011 Eskimo Kisses | Lake Erie, New York
Whether or not you are a sweet wine lover, embrace this beauty crafted of 100
percent Vidal Blanc, you will revel in its intense expression of bright fruit, lush
sweetness and racy acidity; impeccably balanced. Tropical melon and guava laced
with honey, caramelized nuts and a splash of tangerine create an amazing orchestration of ﬂavors on the palate. And there is more, the long-lasting ﬁnish is
lip-smackingly delicious.
Food Pairing: Sliced Fresh Strawberry, Kiwi and Banana with a drizzle of Caramel
SRP: $26.99 (375 ml) | www.piwine.com

Food Pairing: Creamy Polenta topped with Mushroom Ragout | SRP: $50
www.sotervineyards.com
Kaena Wine Company | 2012 Grenache Rosé | Santa Ynez Valley, California

About The Author

Here’s a dry and refreshing rosé loaded with striking raspberry, strawberry and
watermelon ﬂavors and a dash of spice. The ﬂavors stream across the palate like
a cascading waterfall. Very lively and vibrant with blazing acidity that keeps the
taste buds pulsating with each and every sip; nicely crafted.

Ellen Landis, CS, CSW, a published wine writer, cer-

Food pairing: Sautéed Garlic Shrimp | SRP: $20 | www.kaenawine.com

wine director and sommelier at Landis Shores Ocean-

Alexana Winery | 2011 Revana Vineyard Pinot Noir
Dundee Hills, Willamette Valley, Oregon

tified sommelier and wine consultant, is involved
with many aspects throughout the world of wine. As

front Inn (Half Moon Bay, CA), which she co-owns
with husband and chef Ken Landis, she coordinates

Scents of roasted coffee bean waft from the glass with this alluring Pinot Noir.
Full bodied with lush red fruit, licorice, earthy nuances and tobacco spice swirling on the palate harmoniously. Precisely balanced and streamlined with a silky
texture and satin smooth, ﬁrm tannins holding persistently on the heavenly ﬁnish.
Expect this PN to age gracefully for many years.

and hosts wine events to help further educate wine

Food Pairing: Pork Medallions with Braised Fennel | SRP: $43
www.alexanawinery.com

overseas. Visit her blog at www.ellenonwine.com.
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aficionados. She was also a sommelier at the RitzCarlton for four years. Ellen has traveled extensively
to many wine regions throughout North America and
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ADVERTISE WITH US!

WHO READS THE JOURNAL?
The Wine Journal reaches
a targeted market of
sophisticated and
knowledgeable wine
consumers. Of the members,
98% drink wine every
week, 60% buy at least
ten cases of wine yearly,
and 35% make wine. 60%
of Wine Journal readers
travel to wine regions
at least once per year.

AD RESERVATION
AND REMITTANCE
American Wine Society
Att: John Hames
PO Box 279 | Englewood, OH 45322

NEXT ISSUE OF
THE JOURNAL
In our next issue, Journal
contributor and certiﬁed
AWS wine judge Bill Wilen,

888-AWS-9070 | (fax) 937.529.7888
executivedirector@americanwinesociety.org

AD SUBMISSION
TECHNICAL QUESTIONS
The Blue Guy Creative
Att: Steve Porter
2185 Britt Street
Grayson, GA 30017
404.925.2677
steve@theblueguy.com

D. Ed. answers the question: “What are some of
the most unusual wines
you have tasted?” Could
the list include onion wine?
Cashew wine? Celery

The American Wine Society
Wine Journal is the ofﬁcial
journal of the American Wine Society,
a non-proﬁt educational organization
dedicated to the education of its
members and the general public
on all aspects of wine.
The Wine Journal is a quarterly
publication and is sent to all
AWS members, either
electronically or in print.

wine? Deer horn wine?
Stay tuned to ﬁnd out.
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